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Research Study Formulation

Although the Las Vegas Victims Fund is no longer accepting donations, other Las Vegas funds & foundations could use your support, including the LV Metropolitan Police Department Foundation and the LV Injured Police Officers Fund.

Research Questions

1: Library Users
- Do students use the main branch library space and in what capacity?
- Did students’ behaviors significantly change regarding use of the library after the October 1 shooting?

2: Library Safety
- Do students feel that the library is safe; how safe?
- How can safety be increased in areas that are already constructed?

3: Campus Space Use
- Where do students spend their free time on campus?
- Did students’ behaviors significantly change regarding use of these spaces after the October 1 shooting?

4: Campus Safety
- Are there areas on campus where students perceive are safer than the library?
- Where are they (general areas), & why do students feel that way?
- What noticeable design, spatial, interpersonal, or architectural features of a shared space make it feel safe?
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